
 Unified Rules 
 We’ve made (4) simple changes to standard Cornhole rules, designed to be more forgiving, fun and 
 inclusive for Unified teams…and to keep games moving :)  Unified Rule Modifications are Red/Bold 

 ●  Flip a coin, paper-rock-scissors, any friendly agreement to see who goes first. 
 ●  One member of each team pitches from one cornhole board and the other member pitches 

 from the other board. Each team is lined up on the same side of the boards facing each other. 
 ●  Boards are placed 27 feet apart  OR LESS  if needed  - feel free to move the boards closer. 
 ●  Each player throws 4 bags per round, alternating teams after each throw. 
 ●  Each player throws from their respective side of the board and cannot go past the bottom of the 

 board (there is a foul line, much like bowling). 
 ●  The winner of each round throws first in the next round (For Example: If Team-A gets 2 points, 

 and Team-B gets 1 point, Team-A throws first in the next round. This continues until Team-B 
 wins a round). 

 ●  Cornhole matches shall be played until any team reaches (or exceeds) 21 points OR the 
 ‘suggested 10 minute time limit’ is reached. 10 minutes is just a suggestion, not a hard 
 line, but this will help keep the Unified games moving along :) 

 ●  The match cannot end in the middle of an inning. Thus, if a team reaches or exceeds 21 points, 
 the game does not end until the other team is allowed to pitch all 4 of their bags. 

 How to Score, Keep Score and Submit Score 

 ●  Each bag that lands on the board and remains on the board is 1 point, each bag that lands in 
 the "cornhole" is 3 points. 

 ●  ALL POINTS SCORE - POINTS DO NOT CANCEL EACH OTHER OUT 
 Example  : If Team-A has 2 bags on the board and Team-B has 1 bag on the board then 
 BOTH teams get points. Team-A gets 2 points and Team-B gets 1 point. 

 ●  If a bag touches the ground before coming to rest on the board or in the hole, it is NOT a 
 foul and IS scored as a point. 

 ●  It is the responsibility of the players or game facilitators to keep their own score after each 
 round using the scorekeeping towers at the end of each lane. 

 GOOD LUCK and HAVE FUN! 


